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Pets are loyal companions and an important part of many people’s lives. They’re also big business. Today, the 

global pet care market is worth more than $200 billion. By 2026, it is predicted to be worth over $300 billion, 

boosted by an increased focus on pet nutrition and health, and technological disruption within the industry. 

The world’s largest companies are taking notice of this booming sector and rushing to make major acquisitions. In 

2018, for example, General Mills paid a massive $8 billion to acquire Blue Buffalo Pet Products. In the same year, Nestlé 

took a majority stake in Tails.com, while Mars launched a pet care-focused venture capital fund. 

 

For investors, there looks to be a clear opportunity here. Accordingly, eToro has created a PetPortfolio. Designed to 

help long-term investors capitalise on the rapid growth of the global pet care market, this strategy offers exposure to a 

range of leading companies addressing the needs of pets and pet owners. 

Pet Care: A High-Growth 
Industry 

Pet Care is Booming

• Ownership rates are rising
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Pet Care: A High-Growth Industry 

The global pet care market was valued at

nearly $225 billion in 2019 

The pet care industry has grown at an impressive 

rate in recent years. In the US, the industry has grown 

at around twice the rate of the GDP since 2007, even 

expanding during the Global Financial Crisis. Meanwhile, 

globally, the industry has soared by nearly 70% over the 

last decade, far outpacing the global economy, which 

has expanded by closer to 40% over this period.

More than 50%
of people around the world 
have a pet in their home today

Going forward, the pet care industry is forecast to keep growing at a much higher rate than the global GDP. 

According to Global Market Insights, between now and 2026, the market is set to grow at an annualised rate of 

nearly 6%. That means it could be worth well over $300 billion in the not-too-distant future.

Australia
38 Million

China
100 Million

Russia
60 Million

Italy
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France
56.4 Million

Germany
16 Million
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Japan
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Brazil
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USA
202 Million



Ownership rates are rising 

Firstly, pet ownership is increasing. In the US, for 

example, around 67% of households own a pet today 

according to the American Pet Products Association. 

Thirty years ago, the figure was just 56%. 

This increase in ownership is being driven by two 

main segments of the population: Baby Boomers and 

millennials. At present, Baby Boomers — the largest 

generation in history — are entering retirement in 

record numbers. As they are retiring, they are becoming 

pet owners in greater numbers. A decade ago, only 

34% of people in the US aged over 70 had a pet. Today, 

that figure stands at 40%. 

Then, there are the millennials, who are delaying 

marriage and having fewer children. This generation is 

also embracing pet ownership with many millennials 

becoming pet owners before, or even instead of, having 

children. Research shows that in the US, around 70% 

of millennials have at least one pet. And, of those who 

Pet Care is Booming
There are a number of reasons the pet 

care industry is experiencing prolific 

growth today. 
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don’t have one, 43% say they want to have one in the 

future. 

Urbanisation is also playing a key role in the growth 

of pet ownership around the world. In recent 

decades, urbanisation has resulted in a rise in single-

person households. This has increased the need for 

companionship in the form of a pet. 

Pets are now part of the family  

Attitudes towards pets have also changed dramatically 

in recent decades. Today, pets are seen as family 

members — people talk to their pets, bring them on 

holiday, and even celebrate their birthdays. Believe it or 

not, 80% of pet owners care for their pets like children. 

This “humanisation” of pets has been a game changer 

for the industry. When it comes to pet food, for example, 

the dominant theme is ‘premiumisation.’ No longer do 

consumers want to buy generic canned food for their 

pets. Instead, they want high-quality pet food that is 

fresh, organic, and very nutritious. The extra spending 

on premium pet food is a key driver of industry growth.

Pet health care is also undergoing a huge revolution 

as a result of the humanisation of pets. Today, owners 

are providing their pets with health care comparable to 

their own and spending a fortune to ensure that their 

pets remain in top health. These costs are often not 

seen as a discretionary expense. To offset the high costs 

associated with pet health, owners are buying health 

insurance policies to protect themselves financially. As 

a result of the increased focus on pet health, there has 

been significant innovation in veterinary treatments, 

preventative medications, diagnostic and screening 

tools, and wellness products and therapies in recent 

years. These advances in veterinary health care have 

provided a meaningful improvement in pets’ lives. 

In addition, pet owners are increasingly indulging 

their animals with non-essentials such as toys, treats, 

and furniture. Some are even buying them designer 

apparel. Ultimately, owners now want their pets’ lives to 

be as happy, healthy, and fulfilling as their own and are 

willing to spend a great deal of money on them. 

95% of pet owners
see their pets as part of 
the family 
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79% of pet owners
believe that the quality 
of their pet’s food should 
match their own 
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E-commerce is Boosting Sales 

E-commerce has been another key driver of the pet 

care boom. Online shopping gives pet owners exactly 

what they want: convenience, a wide range of products 

(food, treats, toys, furniture), product information, 

pricing comparisons, and customer relationships. At 

the same time, it offers an opportunity for up-and-

coming pet care brands to sell their products and 

capture market share. 

According to research firm Edge by Ascential, pet food 

sales on Amazon.com reached $1 billion in 2018, up 

20% as compared to 2017. Meanwhile, Chewy.com 

generated $4.8 billion in sales in 2019, up 37% on the 

year before. Looking to the future, e-commerce pet 

care sales are likely to climb much higher. You can find 

out more about investing in e-commerce here. 

US pet-related sales in 2019

Boarding, grooming, walking, 
pet sitting, insurance:

$10.3 billion

Pet food and treats:

$36.9 billion
Vet care and product sales:

$29.3 billion
Supplies, live animals, and 
OTC medicine:

$19.2 billion

US housholds buying pets products:

%-change from 2014

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

+274.86%

+245.2%

+127.4%

+63.56%

+7.28%

+77.12%

Online

Retail

+1.12% +9.12% +9.18% +14.38%
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Disruptive technology is revolutionising the industry

Finally, disruptive technology is also playing a major role in 

the growth of the pet care industry. 

Today, apps such as Wag and DogVacay help owners connect 

with pet walkers and sitters. Other apps allow owners to 

monitor their pets when they are not home, monitor their 

pets’ health habits, and train their pets to be more obedient. 

Wearables have also propelled the pet care market higher. 

New high-tech collars can monitor pets’ heart rates, body 

temperatures, and GPS locations. This data can then be sent 

to pet owners and veterinarians in real time. Meanwhile, 

telemedicine technology has improved access to animal 

nutritionists, veterinarians, and animal experts through video 

chats. 

Millennials, who use data and technology to optimise their 

own lives, are embracing this disruptive technology in a big 

way. Research shows that nearly 70% of millennial pet owners 

are likely to use technology to keep track of their pets. 

https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/fashionportfolio
https://www.etoro.com/copyportfolios/petportfolio


US pet Industry sales 2015-2019
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Which Listed Companies Are 
Benefiting from the Pet Care Boom?
A wide range of publicly listed companies are benefiting 

from the growth of the pet care market including:

Pet food companies — these companies, which range 

from large multinationals that own well-known brands 

such as Pedigree, Whiskas, and Purina to smaller, more 

niche companies such as Freshpet, are benefitting from 

the increased ownership of pets and the high demand 

for premium pet food. 

Online retailers — these companies, which include 

the likes of Chewy and Zooplus — are selling enormous 

quantities of premium pet food as well as vast quantities 

of pet accessories such as toys, beds, and wearables. 

Pet health specialists — these companies operate 

in areas such as veterinary pharmaceuticals and 

diagnostics. This area of the market is more defensive. 

Pet owners might switch to a more basic dog food 

during a recession, but they won’t skip taking their dog 

to the vet if it gets sick. 

Pet insurance companies — these companies, which 

protect owners from the exorbitant healthcare costs 

associated with pet ownership, are raking in billions in 

premiums every year.

Add PetPortfolio to your Watchlist

Your capital is at risk
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Invest in Pet Care Through 
eToro’s PetPortfolio
From an investment point of view, the pet care industry 

has enormous potential. Look at the number of pets 

in the world today and think about how much money 

will be spent on these animals in the years ahead. 

Premium foods, treats, toys, healthcare, insurance... 

The companies operating in this sector are set to make 

billions. Why not profit from this lucrative industry 

yourself?   

Pet care could also play an important role in investor 

portfolios. Not only could the industry provide investors 

with long-term growth, but it could also provide 

protection from a financial downturn due to the fact 

that it is relatively recession proof.

Of course, there are many companies benefitting from 

the pet care boom, so the best approach to investing in 

the sector is to spread capital over a number of stocks. 

Think about the brands about which you are excited 

and look to incorporate them into your portfolio. 

To help investors gain exposure to the pet care industry, 

eToro has developed a Pet CopyPortfolio. This is a fully 

allocated thematic portfolio that contains exposure 

to a wide range of leading companies addressing the 

needs of pets and pet owners. Designed for long-term 

investors, this investment strategy has been created 

to help investors benefit from the powerful growth 

the industry looks set to generate in the years ahead, 

while minimising risk through its diversified approach 

to stock selection. 

Add PetPortfolio to your Watchlist

Your capital is at risk
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For more information regarding CopyPortfolios, 
contact: copyportfolios@etoro.com 

eToro (EUROPE) LIMITED 
A company registered in the Republic of Cyprus. 
Registered number: ΗΕ 200585 
Corporate Address: KIBC 7th Floor,4 Profiti Ilias 
Street, Germasoyia, Limassol 4046 

eToro (UK) LIMITED 
A company registered in England and Wales. 
Registered number: 07973792 
Corporate Address: 42nd floor, One Canada 
Square, Canary Wharf London E14 5AB 

 www.etoro.com
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eToro is a multi-asset platform which offers both investing in stocks and cryptocurrencies, as well as trading CFD assets. Your capital 
is at risk. CopyPortfolios™ is a portfolio management product of eToro EU. CopyPortfolios™ should not be considered as exchange-
traded funds, nor as hedge funds.

Zero commission means that no broker fee has been charged when opening or closing the position. Other fees may apply. For 
additional information regarding fees, click here. 

This publication originates from eToro (EU) Ltd. (regulated by Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission) and has not been 
prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research, is not subject 
to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research, and as such is considered to be a marketing 
communication. eToro (EU) Ltd., its owners, subsidiaries, group entities, affiliates or employees of the same (collectively “eToro 
Group”) may perform services for, solicit business from, hold long or short positions in, or otherwise be interested in the investments 
(including derivatives), of any issuer mentioned herein. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. This 
publication may contain 'forward-looking statements'. Actual events or results or actual performance may differ materially from 
those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. None of the opinions that may be inferred from the contents 
of this website are intended to be relied upon as advice or recommendation of any action. All investments entail risks and may result 
in both profits and losses.

Notwithstanding the steps taken to manage conflicts, eToro (EU) Ltd. and any affiliated parties may have interests which conflict 
with your interests and may owe duties to other clients which would otherwise conflict with the duties owed by eToro (EU) Ltd. to 
you. eToro (EU) Ltd. may recommend to you as a client, trade ideas, financial instruments, or services, in which it or any affiliated 
company, or a person with whom it has an association, or one of its other clients, may have an interest, relationship or arrangement 
that is material in relation to the transaction concerned. eToro ( EU) Ltd., or any affiliated parties, or a person with whom any of them 
has an association, may be dealing as principal for eToro ( EU) Ltd any affiliated parties or its own account.
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